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[57] ABSTRACT 

The bit of a screwdriver has a ?nder sleeve supported 
about its working end by a non-circular split ring hav 
ing one or more straight sections against which a shoul 
der on the bit engages. The ring is ?at on its OD. side 
and it is disposed in a larger-diametered groove in the 
sleeve so that its ?at side is spaced off the ?at Opposing 
wall of the groove and allows for expanding the ring 
further into the groove to remove the bit from its 
sleeve. 

7 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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SCREWDRIVER 

This invention relates to screw drivers, more particu 
larly to the power-operated type, although the inven 
tion is certainly useful with those that are manually 
operated. 
More speci?cally, the invention comprises a novel 

and improved construction of bit and ?nder sleeve 
therefor which facilitates removal when it is necessary 
to replace the bit. 
A principal objectjof the invention is to provide such 

a construction which is also practical and economical 
to manufacture as well as to use. 

In conventional ?nder sleeve designs, the sleeve has 
a circular-cross section split retainer ring which seats in 
a provided groove and encircles the bit engaging on a 
shoulder, ?ange or second retaining ring on the bit. 
Usually, said ?ange or ring on the bit cooperates with 
an internally located shoulder of the sleeve to con?ne 
an encircling coil spring against which the bit moves in 
the sleeve to engage ‘its working end with the head of 
a screw it is to be used to tighten. However, removal of 
the bit from the sleeve, as when changing bits, has 
proved to be a problem. Customarily a notch has been 
provided in the side sleeve at its shank end through 
which the ring can be ?shed out. This is a time 
consuming and tedious‘operation. Moreover, the ring 
must be constructed to close tolerances which will as 
sure proper hold of the sleeve to the bit during use. 

It is the feature of this invention that the retainer ring 
of the sleeve is given a non-circular shape or one more 
nearly polygonal by deforming it from a true circular 
form to include at least one, but preferably two, or 
more oppositely disposed straight sections with inter 
vening arcuate sections. Under the tension of the ring 
the straight sections closely engage about the shank of 
the bit and constitute abutments against which the re 
taining ring or other abutment of the bit engages. The 
intervening arcuate sections of the ring, however, more 
fully extend within the groove to positively locate and 
hold the ring in place. Manufacturing tolerances there 
fore become less of a problem since with the CD. of 
the arcuate sections bottoming in the groove, the ID. 
of its straight sections continues to provide interference 
preventing separationlof the sleeve from the bit. 
Thus in operation of the screwdriver, the bit is free 

to rotate in the sleeve and to slide forwardly in the 
sleeve against the restraining action of the coil spring 
in order to engage its working edge with the slotted 
head of a screw as the sleeve drops about the screw 
head to hold it in position for said engagement by the 
bit. The sleeve, however, is not dislodged and does not 
separate from the bit, either on the down or return 
stroke of the bit. ‘ 

A further feature of the invention is that the'retainer 
ring‘ is given a cross sectional shape which facilitates: 
separation of the sleeve from the bit. when that be 
comes necessary. For this purpose, a cross section is se 

_ lected for the ring such that its thickness considered in 
a direction radially of the ring is narrower than its 
thickness considered axially thereof. This‘ accommo 
dates ?exing of the straight sections in response .to a 
sudden heavy impact asserted axially against the sleeve 
while holding the bit against movement. This allows the 
sleeve retainer ring to slip past the shoulder or retaining 
ring on the bit which normally restrains it. 
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Advantageously, the cross-section of the ring will 

have a D-shape with its flat side facing outwardly and 
away from its engagement with the shoulder of the bit. 
The D-shape affords the straight section of the ring 
with the required resiliency and the arcuate side which 
engages the bit retaining ring facilitates a camming ac 
tion to allow the inner bit retainer ring to slip by with 
flexing of the straight sections of‘ the sleeve ring. 
Many other objects, advantages and features of the 

invention will become apparent as the preferred em 
bodiments are described below. 

DESCRIPTIONOF THE DRAWINGS 
For a better understanding of the invention, the same 

will now be described in connection with the accompa 
nying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view partly in section illustrating a 

preferred embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view taken along lines 2--2 

in FIG. 1 looking in the direction indicated by the ar 
rows and shows the preferred form of sleeve retaining 
ring provided with two oppositely disposed straight sec 
tions; ' 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along lines 3-3 of 
FIG. 2 looking in the direction indicated by the arrows 
and illustrates a preferred cross-sectional shape for the 
sleeve retainer ring; . ' 

FIGS. 4 and 5 show two other forms of sleeve re 
tainer rings which may be employed in accordance with 
the present invention; and . , 

FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate other cross sectional shapes 
7 which the ‘sleeve retainer ring may take according to 
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this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now more particularly to the several views 
wherein like parts are identified by like reference nu 
merals, FIG. 1 illustrates a bit at 10 havingan interme 
diate shank 12, a rearward mounting end 14 of polygo 
na-l shape by which it is non-rotatably supported within 
the hollow of a holder (not shown) of a power-operated 
screwdriver or of a handle of a manual‘ screwdriver so 
as to be rotated therewith. As illustrated, said mounting 
end 14 includes a circumferentially extending recess or 
groove 16 by which it may be removably secured within 
said holder as by a ring, detent or other actuatable 
means in conventional fashion. At its forward end, ‘bit 
10 comprises a working end 18 suitably shaped to en 
gage, for example, within the kerf of the slotted head 
of a screw which is to be tightened with rotation of the 
bit 10 by its holder. Mounted about said working end 
18 is a ?nder sleeve indicated generally at 20.‘ Said 
sleeve has a recess 22 in its forward end which is coni 
cal or otherwise shaped to accommodate the head of a 
screw and locate it for engagement by the working end 
18 of the bit which slides axially forward through said 
sleeve 20. ‘ 

As illustrated in FIG. 1, sleeve 20 has a through bore 
provided with a cylindrical wall 21 which complements 
the cylindrically shaped shank 12 of the bit in order to 
guide said axial sliding movement of the bit within the 
sleeve while permitting the bit freedom to also rotate 
in the sleeve. Said sliding movement of the bit is stabi 
lized by coil spring 24 which encircles said working end 
of the bit and is con?ned within the sleeve between an 
internal shoulder 26 on the sleeve and a split retainer 
ring 28 supported within a provided continuous cir 
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cumferentially extending groove or recess 30 on the bit 
shank l2. Sleeve 20 is provided with means in the form 
of a second split retainer ring 32 which is con?ned 
within internal groove 34 and serves as an abutment or 
stop against which the bit retainer ring 28 engages to 
prevent unintentional separation of the bit as when the 
bit and sleeve are raised together off the screw head to 
‘an overhead position. 

It is a feature of this invention, however, that the bit 
may also be withdrawn ‘through said rearward end of 
sleeve 20, as when it is desired to change bits in the 
screwdriver or to replace the ?nder sleeve. Thus the in 
vention makes it unnecessary to provide each bit with 
its own ?nder sleeve. Moreover, there will be instances 
when it will be necessary to utilize more than one ?nder 
sleeve with a particular bit so as to accommodate work 
ing on screws having different head shapes. 
Considering now FIGS. 2 and 3 with FIG. 1, it will be 

seen that retainer ring 32 is not circular in shape, but 
has a pair of oppositely disposed straight sections 38 
with intervening arcuate sections 40. In the embodi 
ment of FIG. 4 ring 32 has four such straight sections 
and in FIG. 5 but one straight section. Preferably these 
straight sections 38 have an angular extent of roughly 
between 45 and 60 degrees depending on the diameter 
of the shank 12 of the bit with which the sleeve 20 is 
assembled. However, in the case of the FIG. 4 embodi 
ment there may be an advantage in terms of increased 
resiliency if the straight sections are somewhat shorter 
in length. The intervening arcuate sections 40 of the re 
tainer ring are substantially true sections or segments 
of a circle; and preferably one of said arcuate sections 
will be split as indicated at 42 in FIGS. 2, 4 and 5. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, the major portion of said 

straight sections 38 of the sleeve retaining ring 32 lies 
outside the receiving groove 34 and in the path of 
movement of the bit retaining ring 28. The intervening 
arcuate portions 40 of said retainer ring 32, however, 
reside within the con?nes of said groove 34 along sub 
stantially their full extent. The angular extent of the 
straight sections 38 is such that their separation or ID. 
of the ring as indicated at X is less than the CD. of the 
retainer ring 28 of the bit even when the CD. of its ar 
cuate sections 40 causes said arcuate sections to bot 
tom on the groove 34. Ring 32 may therefore be made 
to commercial tolerances with full assurance that its 
straight sections will, when the ring is assembled in 
groove 34, effectively function as abutments against 
which the bit retaining ring 28 engages to retain the 
sleeve in assembled relation about the bit. 
As illustrated by FIGS. 1 and 3, the sleeve retainer 

ring 32 has been given a D-shape in cross section so 
that it is ?at on its 0D. or outer side, as indicated at 
44 which faces the base or horizontal wall 54 of the re 
ceiving groove 34. The ID. or inner side 46 of the ring 
32, as illustrated in FIG. 3, comprises substantially one 
half of a true circle. However, its arcuate side 46 need 
not be truly circular. For example, it may have out 
wardly sloping portions as illustrated at 46a and 466 in 
FIG. 6 which are not true segments of a circle. Actu 
ally, no portion of the cross sectional shape of the ring 
need be truly arcuate. Thus, as shown in FIG. 7, the 
ID. side of ring 32 may be de?ned by inner side surface 
460 which is disposed substantially parallel with its 
0D. or outer surface 44 and its surfaces 46a and 46b 
comprise inclined flats terminating in upper and lower 
surfaces 46d which are more nearly parallel with each 
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4 
other and at right angles to 46c. However, including 
FIG. 7, the ID. side of each of the illustrated retainer 
ring 32 may be considered and therefore described as 
“arcuate-like." Thus, in accordance with the inven 
tion, retainer ring 32 may be said to have an arcuate 
like shape surface 46 on its I.D. side which constitutes 
the abutment against which the retaining ring 28 of the 
bit abuts when the working end 18 of the bit is fully re 
tracted within its sleeve 20. It will also be understood 
that when describing surfaces 44, 46a, 46b and 460 as 
?at, actually this is true only in cross section and when 
considered in the whole they are more truly conical or 
cylindrical. 
Referring now to FIG. 3, it will be seen that groove 

34, which receives sleeve retaining ring 32, is channel 
like in shape and has opposed generally planar upper 
and lower side walls 50,52 which are generally parallel 
and spaced apart a distance only slightly greater than 
the corresponding thickness of the retainer ring 32 
which seats therein. The outer or base wall of said 
groove 34, is indicated at 54, is flat or more aptly cylin 
drical in shape. 
Considering now FIGS. 2 and 3 with FIG. 1', ring 32 

loosely ?ts within its receiving recess 34 and about 
shank 12 of the bit such that the sloping underside 46a 
of its arcuate inner surface 46 in at least the straight 
sections 38 engages with the surface of the retainer ring 
28 of the bit above the horizontal center line thereof; 
and at least the arcuate sections 40 of said retainer ring 
32 seat far enough within recess 34 that the sleeve 20 
is thereby suspended in an encircling relation about the 
working edge 18 of the bit as illustrated in FIG. 1. In 
accordance with this invention it is essential only that 
some portion of the straight sections 38 thus engage re 
taining ring 28 on the bit since reliance is placed on the 
arcuate sections 40 to engage the upper surface 52 of 
the groove 34 to retain the ring 32 within its receiving 
recess and little or no reliance is placed on said arcuate 
sections 40 as abutments to engage the retaining ring 
28. In its non-working or raised position some portion 
of 46b of ring 32 engages with the upper side wall 52 
of the channel groove 34 under the expanding force of 
coil spring 24 so as to hold the sleeve 20 in its illus 
trated position completely enclosing the working edge 
18 of the bit. 
The illustrated D-shaped cross section of the ring in 

creases the ability of ring 32 and particularly its straight 
section 38 to ?ex in a direction outwardly from retain 
ing ring 28, while the arcuate shape of the inner side of 
the straight segments 38, and particularly their lower 
inclined slope 46a constitute a cam surface which co 
operates with the arcuate shape of the bit ring 28 to 
promote movement of the retainer ring 32 past the re 
tainer ring 28 on the bit as said straight sections are 
caused to momentarily ?ex outwardly in response to a 
sharp or sudden axially-directed force exerted either 
against the sleeve or the bit while holding the other sta 
tionary. 

It will also be apparent that a similar advantage can 
be accomplished if the bit retaining ring 28, as opposed 
to the sleeve retainer ring 32, is provided with the 
above-described alternate arcuate and straight sec 
tions, as well as the illustrated D-shaped cross section. 
However, in this event, the flat side of the D-shaped 
cross section of ring 28 would be on its [.D. or inner 
side. 
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By deforming one of the retaining rings 32 and re 
taining ring 28, as thus described, so that it has at least 
one and preferably two oppositely disposed straight 
sections, the ring is given a more or less polygonal 
shape which presents less of a manufacturing problem. 
By this we have reference to the fact that in tests it has 
been found that when retainer rings 28 and 32 are sub 
stantially circular, it is important that tolerances be 
maintained within about 0.004 inches in order that the 
ID. of ring 32 will properly abut the CD. of ring 28 
and at the same time permit separation of the bit and 
sleeve as aforedescribed. To make a truly circular ring 
within such tolerances is difficult. However, when 
sleeve retainer ring 32, for example, is provided with 
straight sections as described, manufacturing toler 
ances become considerably less of a problem. More 
over, the illustrated D-shape in cross section of the 
rings with the corresponding increased resiliency of the 
straight sections which are now relied upon to engage 
ring 28 to support the sleeve, render ring 32 susceptible 
to sudden applications of force on either the sleeve or 
the bit to allow their separation as above described. 
Thus it will be apparent that all of the recited objects 

of the invention have been demonstrated as readily ob 
tainable. 
Therefore having described my invention, 1 claim: 
1. An implement comprising, in combination, a bit 

having a forward working end and a rearward mounting 
end, a ?nder sleeve rotatably mounted on said bit about 
its working end and axially slidable relative thereto, a 
coil spring within said sleeve and encircling said work 
ing end, a retaining ring in a groove on said bit and a 
shoulder internally of said sleeve between which the 
coil spring is compressed with forward movement of 
the bit relative to the sleeve, a continuous groove inter 
nally of said sleeve spaced rearwardly of said shoulder, 
a resilient split retaining ring within said groove and en 
circling the bit between its mounting end and the re 
taining ring on the bit, one of said retaining rings having 
a straight section against which the other of said retain’ 
ing rings engages when the bit is moved in a rearward 
direction relative to the sleeve to inhibit separation of 
the bit and sleeve, said straight section being yieldable 
in response to a suddenly exerted and axially directed 
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6 
force against one of said bit and sleeve to allow separa 
tion of the sleeve from the bit. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein the retaining 
ring on the sleeve has the straight section, the cross sec 
tion of said ring further having a dimension in its radial 
direction which is less than its axially directed dimen 
sion. 

3. The combination of claim 2 wherein the retaining 
ring received within the groove of the sleeve has a gen 
erally D-shape in cross section with its ?at side facing 
the outer side wall of its receiving groove and its arcu 
ate side engaging the retaining ring in the groove of the 
bit. ' 

4. The combination of claim 1 wherein the non 
circular ring has at least two oppositely disposed 
straight sections. 

5. The combination of claim 4 wherein the non 
circular ring has intervening arcuate resilient sections 
between its straight sections which extend at least par~> 
tially within its receiving groove along the length 
thereof. 

6. The combination of claim 3 wherein the non 
circular ring has two oppositely located straight sec 
tions. ' 

7. An implement comprising, in combination, a bit 
having a forward working end and a rearward mounting 
end, a ?nder sleeve rotatably mounted on said bit about 
its working end and axially slidable relative thereto, a 
continuous groove on the inner wall of said sleeve, a 
continuous groove in the outer wall of the bit interme 
diate its ends, a ?rst retaining ring in said groove on the 
bit, a second retaining ring within said groove of the 
sleeve and encircling the bit between its mounting end 
and the ring in the groove of the bit, one of said retain 
ing rings being split and having a straight section 
against which the other retaining ring engages when the 
‘bit is moved in a rearward direction relative to the 
sleeve, said one retaining ring having a cross-section 
which includes a ?at side facing the base wail of its re 
ceiving groove and an inclined sloping wall which en 
gages the ID. surface of the other retaining ring to 
yieldably retain the sleeve assembled about the bit. 
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